Abstract: Thin-film photovoltaic (PV) modules often suffer from a variety of parasitic resistive losses in transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and absorber layers that significantly affect the module electrical performance. This paper presents the holistic investigation of resistive effects due to TCO lateral sheet resistance and shunts in amorphous-silicon (a-Si) thin-film PV modules by simultaneous use of three different imaging techniques, electroluminescence (EL), lock-in thermography (LIT) and light beam induced current (LBIC), under different operating conditions. Results from individual techniques have been compared and analyzed for particular type of loss channel, and combination of these techniques has been used to obtain more detailed information for the identification and classification of these loss channels. EL and LIT techniques imaged the TCO lateral resistive effects with different spatial sensitivity across the cell width. For quantification purpose, a distributed diode modeling and simulation approach has been exploited to estimate TCO sheet resistance from EL intensity pattern and effect of cell width on module efficiency. For shunt investigation, LIT provided better localization of severe shunts, while EL and LBIC given good localization of weak shunts formed by the scratches. The impact of shunts on the photocurrent generation capability of individual cells has been assessed by li-LBIC technique. Results show that the cross-characterization by different imaging techniques provides additional information, which aids in identifying the nature and severity of loss channels with more certainty, along with their relative advantages and limitations in particular cases.
Introduction
In the last decade, thin-film photovoltaic (PV) module technology has grown significantly in the production and installation due to considerable improvement in the conversion efficiency and reduction in price. Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer is an important constituent of thin-film PV module, which is optically transparent and electrically conductive. It serves the purpose of front electrode to allow the transport of carriers. The current flows laterally in TCO layer whose resistance significantly affects the module performance. An increase in TCO sheet resistance increases the overall series resistance (R s ) of module that decreases the fill factor (FF) and maximum output power [1] . The outdoor degradation of thin-film PV modules such as electrochemical corrosion and thermal degradation is associated with an increase in TCO resistivity [2] [3] [4] . Besides high TCO resistance, the modules also suffer from localized shunts and scratches, which lead to parasitic resistive losses. Shunts are the current leakage paths in the module, which are formed from the shorting of front TCO electrode to bulk absorber material, causing reduction in open-circuit voltage (V oc ), FF and overall efficiency [5, 6] . Scratches are the surface defects that do not significantly influence the module performance; however, it can become critical if they lead to the formation of strong shunts. Such parasitic losses are generally induced either from processing imperfections at the manufacturing units or degradation in the outdoor fields. Generally, it is expected that installed PV modules should yield better performance for long periods of around 20 years, therefore the detection and characterization of these resistive losses are vital for minimizing the power loss and improving the long-term reliability of PV modules.
Many studies have been reported on the electrical characterization of TCO thin-films. The TCO resistivity was measured by Hall Effect measurement [2] , four-probe method [4] , Van der Pauw method [7] and eddy current based technique [8] . These contact based methods were employed on the small size and standalone samples of TCO film/glass, which provide local information of electrical parameters with good accuracy. However, they are limited to investigate TCO films in isolation without considering its effect on the actual assembly of module. These techniques are inadequate for the completed cells and encapsulated PV modules since it is required to extract the TCO film/glass by module dissection. This demonstrates the need of non-destructive characterization techniques that can investigate large area PV modules with great ease and in shorter time. In this context, spatially-resolved characterization techniques, i.e., electroluminescence (EL) imaging, lock-in thermography (LIT), and light beam induced current (LBIC) offer great advantages over the conventional analytical methods. EL and LIT techniques are based on imaging approach where the specified camera directly captures the image of entire solar module in a single shot and hence provide fast investigation, whereas LBIC is a scanning based technique in which the output signal is translated into a two-dimensional image. The main attractive feature of these imaging techniques is that they provide good visibility of localized variations that affect the cell efficiency. In addition, they are non-destructive, robust and capable of large area inspection, which do not require any sample preparation. Most of the studies using these imaging techniques were concentrated and reported for wafer-based crystalline-silicon (c-Si) solar cells [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, these methods have also been applied for investigation of non-uniformities in film thickness, poor laser-scribe lines causing shunts, electrically-inactive regions and other processing-induced defects in different thin-film technology modules [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Initial studies on the investigation of TCO resistive losses in thin-film solar cells have been performed by EL imaging with distributed diode model [24] [25] [26] [27] . LIT technique has been mainly used for investigation of shunts [28] [29] [30] , and for some cases, other resistive effects in solar cells [31] . Some comparative studies between EL and LIT techniques have also been reported in the case of solar cells [32, 33] . LBIC technique, which is a relatively old imaging method, has been commonly used for imaging current generation of solar cells [34, 35] . Earlier reported studies are generally focused on the investigation of solar cells, for a specific type of defect by a particular imaging technique. However, single technique does not provide all the advantages and information related to the detection, localization and quantification of resistive effects with good sensitivity and accuracy, especially in the case of module where cells are connected in series in the presence of encapsulant materials. It has been realized that a comprehensive study by different imaging methods on thin-film PV module provides additional information, which will help in identifying the nature and severity of resistive losses with more certainty, along with their relative advantages and limitations in a particular case.
In the present work, all these techniques have been simultaneously applied on same samples of amorphous-silicon (a-Si) thin-film module technology to investigate a variety of resistive losses and localized defects in modules. However, it can also be applied to most of the other thin-film PV technologies of higher efficiency. These imaging techniques were primarily used for solar cell investigation, which have been exploited for module investigation under different operating conditions to extend their detection and characterization capabilities. Since these techniques work on different principles, the cross-characterization enables gaining more insight about the nature and impact of losses that arise during the manufacturing or result from the field operation. The information acquired from the individual and combination of two or more imaging techniques will be useful in identifying and understanding different loss mechanisms with more certainty as well as elucidating the origin of their formation, and exploring the advantages and limitations of each technique.
Experimental Details

Samples
The experiment was conducted on three small-area modules of single-junction a-Si PV technology. Its structure consisted of TCO coated glass, p-i-n layers of a-Si solar cells with metal contact, and EVA/ polymeric sheet. These mini-modules were labeled as TF-1, TF-3, TF-4 and TF-9 according to number of monolithic series connected cells in a module, as shown in Figure 1 . The module area of TF-1, TF-3, TF-4 and TF-9 was 50 cm 2 , 24 cm 2 , 28 cm 2 and 33 cm 2 , respectively. These modules were pre-conditioned by light soaking before subjecting to I-V and imaging characterization techniques. Figure 2 shows the I-V characteristics of all the modules under STC condition. Table 1 summarizes the electrical parameters of these modules from their global I-V curves, which shows that the maximum output power of all the mini-modules was in close range (0.12-0.15 W) and the electrical parameters per unit cell were comparable. As an exception, TF-1 module showed much lower FF and efficiency than other modules. information acquired from the individual and combination of two or more imaging techniques will be useful in identifying and understanding different loss mechanisms with more certainty as well as elucidating the origin of their formation, and exploring the advantages and limitations of each technique.
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Spatially-Resolved Characterization Techniques
For the characterization of TCO resistive losses and localized defects in a-Si PV modules, EL, LIT and LBIC techniques have been performed under distinct operating modes, which are known as current dependent EL imaging, dark and illuminated LIT, and limited-LBIC, respectively. The experimental details of these imaging techniques applied on module have been presented here.
Current Dependent Electroluminescence Imaging
EL imaging is a fast characterization technique, which measures the luminescence emission via radiative recombination of minority carriers in the forward biased solar cell. It has been extensively used for spatial mapping of minority carrier diffusion length and series resistance, and detecting the cracks, finger defects in c-Si solar cells [36] [37] [38] . However, EL analysis of a-Si thin-film PV modules is not yet common due to the large density of band-tail states near the valence and conduction bands. In the presence of defect states, the radiative recombination decreases, whereas the non-radiative recombination increases, leading to weak luminescence emission [39, 40] . In addition, a-Si exhibits low EL efficiency in the spectral range covered by the most commonly used Si-CCD detector. Furthermore, the distinction between several deficient areas in a grayscale EL image is very difficult since most of the defects appear dark. Some approaches have been employed on c-Si solar cells to differentiate between intrinsic and extrinsic defects, which utilized different cell temperature [41] or different spectral filters [42] . These approaches were also applied to a-Si solar module to find the artifacts and study the influence of temperature on spectral irradiance due to different types of radiative recombination [43] . The EL measurement at single current is intrinsically limited to distinguish the variety of defects present in the module. In this study, EL measurements were performed at two different current injection levels to obtain more useful information about the TCO sheet resistive losses as well as identification and classification of defects in the module.
The schematic of an experimental setup for EL imaging is given in Figure 3 . It consists of a computer-controlled excitation source, an EL camera and a thin-film PV module. A power supply was used as an excitation source by injecting the current into the solar cells of module. An EL camera consisting of 1024 × 1024 pixels Si-CCD detector, was used to capture luminescence emission with the minimum spatial resolution of around 150 µm for the samples under investigation. Each pixel 
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Dark and Illuminated Lock-In Thermography
LIT technique has been widely used for the detection and characterization of in-homogeneities that cause extra power dissipation in the solar cells [11] . It is based on the fundamental principle that the local anomalies affect the current flow through the contacts and give heat signatures in the thermal images. The inbuilt lock-in mode greatly reduces the noise of measurement, which improves the signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution as compared to traditional mode of thermography. It is a well-established technique for the single solar cells. However, this technique has not been reported much for module investigation since the experimentation and analysis of results for an encapsulated module are not as easy and straightforward as in the case of a single cell [44] . A PV module has a thick glass on the front side, which is almost opaque to infrared (IR) radiations, making it difficult to image the solar cells through the glass. The low thermal diffusivity of glass also considerably reduces the spatial resolution. A polymeric material was present at the backside of module, which is also opaque to IR radiations, but its thickness is less than that of the front glass. 
LIT technique has been widely used for the detection and characterization of in-homogeneities that cause extra power dissipation in the solar cells [11] . It is based on the fundamental principle that the local anomalies affect the current flow through the contacts and give heat signatures in the thermal images. The inbuilt lock-in mode greatly reduces the noise of measurement, which improves the signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution as compared to traditional mode of thermography. It is a well-established technique for the single solar cells. However, this technique has not been reported much for module investigation since the experimentation and analysis of results for an encapsulated module are not as easy and straightforward as in the case of a single cell [44] . A PV module has a thick glass on the front side, which is almost opaque to infrared (IR) radiations, making it difficult to image the solar cells through the glass. The low thermal diffusivity of glass also considerably reduces the spatial resolution. A polymeric material was present at the backside of module, which is also opaque to IR radiations, but its thickness is less than that of the front glass. While considering these facts, the investigation on PV module was carried out from its backside. Still, some extent of signal degradation may be induced by the packaging materials above the cells, which lowers the spatial resolution as compared to a bare solar cell. LIT method is mainly used for the detection of processing induced defects or shunts in thin-film modules; however, it is less utilized for investigation of TCO resistance losses in thin-film PV modules. In the present study, LIT technique has been exploited to image the spatial distribution of series and shunt resistance losses in a-Si modules. The LIT measurements were performed under dark and illuminated conditions, which are known as dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) and illuminated lock-in thermography (ILIT), respectively. DLIT detects the flow of dark current through the device, which analyzes the resistive losses. While ILIT investigates the resistive losses in module under illumination at short-circuit (J sc -ILIT) and open-circuit (V oc -ILIT) conditions. In such case, the module operates at two extreme regions on its I-V characteristic curve, where one particular resistance is more sensitive than the other, i.e., R s losses are dominating at high voltage regimes while shunts are prominent at low voltages. On that basis, this method can allow to separate out different resistive losses in the module. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the experimental setup for LIT under dark and illuminated conditions for the investigation of TCO resistive losses and shunts in thin-film modules. It comprises of an excitation source, an IR camera, a controller, a computer and a-Si thin-film PV module. LIT measurements were performed by a stirling-cooled IR camera of 320 × 256 pixels made of InSb detector with sensitivity in the spectral range of 3-5 µm, which measures the temperature modulation on the backside of module with a minimum spatial resolution of around 400 µm for the samples under investigation. The noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) of the detector at 25 • C was less than 25 mK. Both DLIT and ILIT approaches utilized the same imaging system, but different excitation source. In DLIT, the module was excited by passing a periodic current from a programmable power supply under forward bias, whereas, in ILIT, a periodic illumination was provided over the front surface of module by red light (625 nm wavelength) LED array system consisting of 240 LEDs of 3 W each along with an integrated air-cooling mechanism. The illumination intensity over the module surface was 850 W/m 2 with non-uniformity less than 5%. In J sc -ILIT mode, the module terminals were shorted, while in V oc -ILIT, the contacts were left open. A controller was used to synchronize the power supply excitation with the frames of IR camera to implement lock-in algorithm over the captured images. The modulation (or lock-in) frequency, which is reciprocal of thermal diffusion length, was fixed at 0.5 Hz. The thermal images were acquired at a frame rate of 150 Hz for 200 s. Higher integration time is needed to improve signal-to-noise ratio of the captured images as it facilitates the averaging over a number of cycles that reduces the noise level. All the measurements were carried out at constant room temperature of 25 • C. While considering these facts, the investigation on PV module was carried out from its backside. Still, some extent of signal degradation may be induced by the packaging materials above the cells, which lowers the spatial resolution as compared to a bare solar cell. LIT method is mainly used for the detection of processing induced defects or shunts in thin-film modules; however, it is less utilized for investigation of TCO resistance losses in thin-film PV modules. In the present study, LIT technique has been exploited to image the spatial distribution of series and shunt resistance losses in a-Si modules. The LIT measurements were performed under dark and illuminated conditions, which are known as dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) and illuminated lock-in thermography (ILIT), respectively. DLIT detects the flow of dark current through the device, which analyzes the resistive losses. While ILIT investigates the resistive losses in module under illumination at short-circuit (Jsc-ILIT) and open-circuit (Voc-ILIT) conditions. In such case, the module operates at two extreme regions on its I-V characteristic curve, where one particular resistance is more sensitive than the other, i.e., Rs losses are dominating at high voltage regimes while shunts are prominent at low voltages. On that basis, this method can allow to separate out different resistive losses in the module. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the experimental setup for LIT under dark and illuminated conditions for the investigation of TCO resistive losses and shunts in thin-film modules. It comprises of an excitation source, an IR camera, a controller, a computer and a-Si thin-film PV module. LIT measurements were performed by a stirling-cooled IR camera of 320 × 256 pixels made of InSb detector with sensitivity in the spectral range of 3-5 µm, which measures the temperature modulation on the backside of module with a minimum spatial resolution of around 400 µm for the samples under investigation. The noise equivalent temperature difference (NETD) of the detector at 25 °C was less than 25 mK. Both DLIT and ILIT approaches utilized the same imaging system, but different excitation source. In DLIT, the module was excited by passing a periodic current from a programmable power supply under forward bias, whereas, in ILIT, a periodic illumination was provided over the front surface of module by red light (625 nm wavelength) LED array system consisting of 240 LEDs of 3 W each along with an integrated air-cooling mechanism. The illumination intensity over the module surface was 850 W/m 2 with non-uniformity less than 5%. In Jsc-ILIT mode, the module terminals were shorted, while in Voc-ILIT, the contacts were left open. A controller was used to synchronize the power supply excitation with the frames of IR camera to implement lock-in algorithm over the captured images. The modulation (or lock-in) frequency, which is reciprocal of thermal diffusion length, was fixed at 0.5 Hz. The thermal images were acquired at a frame rate of 150 Hz for 200 s. Higher integration time is needed to improve signal-to-noise ratio of the captured images as it facilitates the averaging over a number of cycles that reduces the noise level. All the measurements were carried out at constant room temperature of 25 °C. 
Limited-Light Beam Induced Current
LBIC is an optical scanning method which yields the spatial mapping of photocurrent generation over a solar cell under short-circuit condition in the dark surroundings. In the case of the module, when a solar cell is locally illuminated, the remaining cells get reverse biased and restrict the output photocurrent. The output LBIC signal is significantly affected by the electrical parameters (mainly shunt resistance) of other cells and could not represent the true local properties of the investigated cell [45] . Another approach of LBIC, i.e., illuminated-LBIC was used where an external bias illumination was provided over the entire module area. However, it is difficult to achieve large area uniform illumination with good accuracy that affects the LBIC signal strength and could give misleading information [46] . In order to overcome this limitation, the method has been modified where the active cell is brought into the limiting condition by means of partial shading. The shaded cell determines the module current and measures the true cell properties in the output. This approach is known as limited-LBIC (li-LBIC), which has been used for better assessment of spatial mapping of cell photo-generation current in a module in a non-destructive manner [45] .
The schematic of the experimental setup for li-LBIC method is illustrated in Figure 5 . It comprises of a laser, optical chopper, scanning and focusing system, lock-in amplifier, bias light, a thin-film PV module and a shading device. A helium-neon laser (633 nm wavelength) having a spot diameter of 0.41 mm was used for local illumination of solar cell in a module. The beam intensity affects the concentration of charge carriers that is related to the signal strength, while the beam diameter limits the spatial resolution of the image. A smaller beam diameter improves the spatial resolution; however, it will considerably increase the scan time. The laser beam was modulated using an optical chopper before passing through the focusing system and scanning head. The galvanic mirror directed the laser beam to fall on the PV module, placed on a two-axes translation stage. The laser beam illuminated a very small area of the solar cell, which was partially covered by a shading device of metal sheet with its width equal to that of the investigated cell. A uniform bias illumination was also provided over the entire module by an array of halogen lamps. The photocurrent on each point of module was collected under short-circuit condition and sent to a preamplifier which converts the signal to a voltage, which was then measured with a lock-in amplifier where the reference modulation frequency was taken from the optical chopper. In similar fashion, the laser beam was allowed to move and scan each point of the cell. The complete cell area was scanned by moving the shading device to the previously unshaded side of cell. The resultant image of module was made by stitching together two LBIC images of upper and lower portions of each cell, obtained after partial shading of the cell. The photocurrent map obtained from this method has been analyzed to see the impact of localized defects on the generation capabilities of cell, which in turn represents the cell performance in a module.
The schematic of the experimental setup for li-LBIC method is illustrated in Figure 5 . It comprises of a laser, optical chopper, scanning and focusing system, lock-in amplifier, bias light, a thin-film PV module and a shading device. A helium-neon laser (633 nm wavelength) having a spot diameter of 0.41 mm was used for local illumination of solar cell in a module. The beam intensity affects the concentration of charge carriers that is related to the signal strength, while the beam diameter limits the spatial resolution of the image. A smaller beam diameter improves the spatial resolution; however, it will considerably increase the scan time. The laser beam was modulated using an optical chopper before passing through the focusing system and scanning head. The galvanic mirror directed the laser beam to fall on the PV module, placed on a two-axes translation stage. The laser beam illuminated a very small area of the solar cell, which was partially covered by a shading device of metal sheet with its width equal to that of the investigated cell. A uniform bias illumination was also provided over the entire module by an array of halogen lamps. The photocurrent on each point of module was collected under short-circuit condition and sent to a preamplifier which converts the signal to a voltage, which was then measured with a lock-in amplifier where the reference modulation frequency was taken from the optical chopper. In similar fashion, the laser beam was allowed to move and scan each point of the cell. The complete cell area was scanned by moving the shading device to the previously unshaded side of cell. The resultant image of module was made by stitching together two LBIC images of upper and lower portions of each cell, obtained after partial shading of the cell. The photocurrent map obtained from this method has been analyzed to see the impact of localized defects on the generation capabilities of cell, which in turn represents the cell performance in a module. 
Results and Discussion
In this section, the experimental results of current dependent EL, dark and illuminated LIT, and limited-LBIC are given for imaging different parasitic resistive losses and related defects in a-Si thin-film modules. Results from these techniques have been compared and analyzed for a particular type of parasitic effect, with their relative advantages and limitations. In addition, more detailed analysis of these effects has been performed from the combined information of individual techniques.
TCO Lateral Resistance Imaging
EL imaging has been used for the analysis of lateral sheet resistance of TCO layer in the modules, which significantly influence the module electrical performance. The relation between EL intensity and electrical parameter has been exploited for obtaining the information related to the lateral sheet resistance of TCO layer. Figure 6a presents the EL image and its line scan along the width of TF-3 sample at J sc , which shows a characteristic gradient of EL emission along the width of a cell between the contacts (x-direction), whereas there was almost no change in EL intensity along the vertical direction (y-direction). This gradient is due to the lateral current flow along the cell width that causes voltage drop across lateral sheet resistance of TCO. The rate at which EL intensity reducing from its peak is related to sheet resistance of TCO layer and overall EL intensity drop across the cell is related to the cell resistance per unit length faced by the current flowing in lateral direction. For quantification of TCO sheet resistance, a current fitting iterative method has been adopted [24] . For this purpose, simulation based on the distributed diode model of thin-film PV module has been exploited using PSpice circuit simulator. In this simulation, a PV module has been divided into a specific number of sub-cells and the electrical parameters of each sub-cell has been estimated from the global I-V parameters of module. The electrical properties of all cells in the module have been assumed to be identical. The current distribution across the cell has been simulated by changing the sheet resistance in an iterative manner to match with the experimentally obtained results for the estimation of TCO sheet resistance. The estimated value of sheet resistance was around 14 Ω/ , which has been used later for further simulation. In this section, the experimental results of current dependent EL, dark and illuminated LIT, and limited-LBIC are given for imaging different parasitic resistive losses and related defects in a-Si thinfilm modules. Results from these techniques have been compared and analyzed for a particular type of parasitic effect, with their relative advantages and limitations. In addition, more detailed analysis of these effects has been performed from the combined information of individual techniques.
EL imaging has been used for the analysis of lateral sheet resistance of TCO layer in the modules, which significantly influence the module electrical performance. The relation between EL intensity and electrical parameter has been exploited for obtaining the information related to the lateral sheet resistance of TCO layer. Figure 6a presents the EL image and its line scan along the width of TF-3 sample at Jsc, which shows a characteristic gradient of EL emission along the width of a cell between the contacts (x-direction), whereas there was almost no change in EL intensity along the vertical direction (y-direction). This gradient is due to the lateral current flow along the cell width that causes voltage drop across lateral sheet resistance of TCO. The rate at which EL intensity reducing from its peak is related to sheet resistance of TCO layer and overall EL intensity drop across the cell is related to the cell resistance per unit length faced by the current flowing in lateral direction. For quantification of TCO sheet resistance, a current fitting iterative method has been adopted [24] . For this purpose, simulation based on the distributed diode model of thin-film PV module has been exploited using PSpice circuit simulator. In this simulation, a PV module has been divided into a specific number of sub-cells and the electrical parameters of each sub-cell has been estimated from the global I-V parameters of module. The electrical properties of all cells in the module have been assumed to be identical. The current distribution across the cell has been simulated by changing the sheet resistance in an iterative manner to match with the experimentally obtained results for the estimation of TCO sheet resistance. The estimated value of sheet resistance was around 14 Ω/□, which has been used later for further simulation. In order to relate the sheet resistance effect with the localized heating in a module, DLIT and Jsc-ILIT techniques have been exploited. Figure 6b ,c presents the DLIT and Jsc-ILIT images along with the line profiles of TF-3 sample, respectively. Both the images show a thermal gradient, which appears due to the variation of power dissipation along the cell width. In DLIT, the lateral flow of external current is high at injection edge and low at collection edge of the cells due to lateral sheet resistance effect of TCO layer, which decreases the power dissipation and corresponding thermal signal from the injection edge. Jsc-ILIT image also shows thermal gradient across the cell width. However, the spatial variation of thermal signal in ILIT exhibited a slower decline as compared to DLIT because almost uniform current is generated all across the cell in ILIT, whereas, in the case of DLIT, the current flowing across the cell is non-uniform. The small non-uniformity of thermal signal along y-direction in the image is due to slight non-homogeneous illumination at the module surface. ILIT appears to be less sensitive to the variation of sheet resistance compared to EL and DLIT near In order to relate the sheet resistance effect with the localized heating in a module, DLIT and J sc -ILIT techniques have been exploited. Figure 6b ,c presents the DLIT and J sc -ILIT images along with the line profiles of TF-3 sample, respectively. Both the images show a thermal gradient, which appears due to the variation of power dissipation along the cell width. In DLIT, the lateral flow of external current is high at injection edge and low at collection edge of the cells due to lateral sheet resistance effect of TCO layer, which decreases the power dissipation and corresponding thermal signal from the injection edge. J sc -ILIT image also shows thermal gradient across the cell width. However, the spatial variation of thermal signal in ILIT exhibited a slower decline as compared to DLIT because almost uniform current is generated all across the cell in ILIT, whereas, in the case of DLIT, the current flowing across the cell is non-uniform. The small non-uniformity of thermal signal along y-direction in the image is due to slight non-homogeneous illumination at the module surface. ILIT appears to be less sensitive to the variation of sheet resistance compared to EL and DLIT near the higher potential edge, while in the case of larger width cells, it will be more sensitive near lower potential edge where output signals of DLIT and EL get almost saturated. LBIC technique has also been used for TCO sheet resistance imaging. Figure 6e shows LBIC image of a single cell along with its line profile, which give a gradient pattern of signal along the cell width. The photo-generated current at different positions in the cell flows through different TCO resistance depending on the distance from the collection edge, creating this gradient pattern. To examine the response in the case of module, current limited LBIC technique has been applied to TF-3 sample, as shown in Figure 6e . In this case, the gradient pattern along the cell width due to TCO lateral sheet resistance is not visible in any cell of the module because resistance effect would be masked by other cells in series and partial shading of cell under investigation. It indicates the insensitivity of this technique for imaging TCO sheet resistance effect in a module compared to EL and LIT techniques.
The above results infer that both EL and LIT imaging techniques show the effects of TCO lateral sheet resistance in a module. In the case of LIT method, the magnitude and spatial resolution of thermal signal get affected by the encapsulant materials around the absorber layer and surrounding conditions, however EL signal is not affected by these factors. Therefore, EL signal is more reliable for quantitative analysis of TCO sheet resistance in the module. In addition, EL characterization is faster than LIT because the latter takes a longer time to reduce noise by averaging over several excitation cycles. Moreover, EL system uses relatively low cost CCD camera compared to cooled IR camera in LIT system.
It was observed that the gradient pattern due to the lateral sheet resistance of TCO layer is mainly influenced by two factors, first is the width of a solar cell and second is the current flowing in the cell. In order to relate the gradient pattern with cell width, EL imaging has been performed on the modules of different cell width at same short-circuit current density. Figure 7a -c shows the EL images of TF-1, TF-3 and TF-9 samples along with its line scan over a non-defect region of a module. The images show a decline in the EL intensity across the cell with the increase in cell width. It is more evident from the line scans that decrease in EL intensity was higher in TF-1 sample as compared to TF-3 sample, which in turn higher than TF-9 sample. It is due to the fact that a wider cell offers more TCO lateral resistance to the current flow in a cell, causing higher voltage drop. The drop in EL intensity is showing a pattern similar to the exponential decay in wider cells; however, for narrower cells, EL intensity pattern appears to be linear. The overall decrease in EL intensity across the cell signifies TCO resistive losses, which is higher for modules having a larger cell width. Thus, the width of a cell considerably affects the series resistance losses in a cell, which appears to be responsible for low FF and efficiency of TF-1 sample, as given in Table 1 . This signifies that high TCO lateral resistance can cause significant power loss in a-Si or any other thin-film technology modules where TCO is used as the front electrode, especially the large-area solar cells. A smaller cell width will reduce the series resistive effect on individual cells and hence increase the overall efficiency of module; however, it will increase the total dead area (area between the cells), which would affect the module performance. Hence, the width of a cell is an important aspect to be considered while optimizing the design of module. For this purpose, the simulation based on the distributed diode model of thin-film module has been performed with varying cell width in a fixed module area. The area and electrical parameters of module under simulation were considered closer to TF-3 sample, including the measured TCO sheet resistance of 14 Ω/ . Figure 8 presents the variation of module efficiency with cell width. It shows that module efficiency increases with the decrease in cell width, which is attributed to the reduction in TCO resistive effect of individual cells, which would improve FF. However, a very small cell width will cause a significant increase in total dead area of the module that would reduce the efficiency after certain cell width. Another factor affecting the intensity gradient is the magnitude of current flowing into the cell. To study the effect of current density on gradient pattern, EL imaging has been performed at two current injection levels on a same module. Figure 9a ,b shows the EL images of TF-1 sample at Jsc and one-tenth Jsc, respectively. At high current level, there is a sharp decrease in EL intensity along the cell width from the injection edge, which is caused by higher voltage drop across the lateral resistances of TCO layer. On the contrary, the EL image at low current density showed lower spatial decrease in EL intensity due to reduced voltage drop. A line scan illustrating this effect is given in Figure 7c . It also shows that, at high current, the EL intensity gradient is more sensitive to sheet resistance near the injection edge and less sensitivity towards the collection edge as compared to the EL intensity gradient at lower current level. However, in the case of smaller cell width, these EL profiles will be truncated earlier and high current would give higher sensitivity across the entire cell width. Therefore, qualitative and quantitative investigation of lateral resistance of TCO layer would be more appropriate by high current EL imaging in the case of smaller cell width, which would show almost linear EL intensity pattern across the cell (as shown in Figure 7c ). Another factor affecting the intensity gradient is the magnitude of current flowing into the cell. To study the effect of current density on gradient pattern, EL imaging has been performed at two current injection levels on a same module. Figure 9a ,b shows the EL images of TF-1 sample at Jsc and one-tenth Jsc, respectively. At high current level, there is a sharp decrease in EL intensity along the cell width from the injection edge, which is caused by higher voltage drop across the lateral resistances of TCO layer. On the contrary, the EL image at low current density showed lower spatial decrease in EL intensity due to reduced voltage drop. A line scan illustrating this effect is given in Figure 7c . It also shows that, at high current, the EL intensity gradient is more sensitive to sheet resistance near the injection edge and less sensitivity towards the collection edge as compared to the EL intensity gradient at lower current level. However, in the case of smaller cell width, these EL profiles will be truncated earlier and high current would give higher sensitivity across the entire cell width. Therefore, qualitative and quantitative investigation of lateral resistance of TCO layer would be more appropriate by high current EL imaging in the case of smaller cell width, which would show almost linear EL intensity pattern across the cell (as shown in Figure 7c ). Another factor affecting the intensity gradient is the magnitude of current flowing into the cell. To study the effect of current density on gradient pattern, EL imaging has been performed at two current injection levels on a same module. Figure 9a ,b shows the EL images of TF-1 sample at J sc and one-tenth J sc , respectively. At high current level, there is a sharp decrease in EL intensity along the cell width from the injection edge, which is caused by higher voltage drop across the lateral resistances of TCO layer. On the contrary, the EL image at low current density showed lower spatial decrease in EL intensity due to reduced voltage drop. A line scan illustrating this effect is given in Figure 7c . It also shows that, at high current, the EL intensity gradient is more sensitive to sheet resistance near the injection edge and less sensitivity towards the collection edge as compared to the EL intensity gradient at lower current level. However, in the case of smaller cell width, these EL profiles will be truncated earlier and high current would give higher sensitivity across the entire cell width. Therefore, qualitative and quantitative investigation of lateral resistance of TCO layer would be more appropriate by high current EL imaging in the case of smaller cell width, which would show almost linear EL intensity pattern across the cell (as shown in Figure 7c ). 
Shunts Imaging
Shunt in a module sinks the current from its surrounding area that causes the reduction in module efficiency. These shunts have been investigated and compared by EL, LIT and LBIC imaging techniques, with their relative advantages and limitations. The combined information obtained from these techniques has also been utilized to get more insight about the nature and severity of shunts.
Shunts affect the local voltage in a cell, which has been investigated by EL imaging. Figure 10a displays the EL image of TF-9 sample consisting of nine cells, taken at Jsc. It shows some local reduction in EL intensity in the upper and lower portions of C-2 and C-5 cells respectively, whereas there was significant reduction of EL intensity in the entire C-9 cell. The local quenching of EL signal in two cells indicated the existence of shunts in the module (shunt #1 in C-2 and shunt #2 in C-5). Shunt draws the current from its surrounding area that causes the reduction in the local voltage and corresponding EL intensity. The region around the shunts appeared dark in EL image with a haloshaped area of decreasing EL intensity along x-direction, which is an effect of lateral flow of current along the width of module. It is difficult to find the exact location of a shunt from these images. In addition, there are a variety of defects and other multiple reasons that inhibit the EL signal, making it difficult to confirm any reduction in EL intensity as a shunt. This problem has been elucidated by performing EL measurement at low current density (one-tenth Jsc) [47] , whose image is given in Figure 10b . It shows a striking feature that the smeared region due to shunt gets extended over the entire cell. It is because at low current densities, the reduction in current through the shunts is much smaller as compared to the reduction in cell current; therefore shunt draws current from the larger surrounding region of cell, which reduces the potential and eventually the EL intensity of entire shunted cell reduces. The spread of reduction in EL intensity around a shunt depends on the shunt parameters, biasing conditions and positioning of a shunt in the cell. The severity of shunts can be estimated by the influencing area and reduced EL intensity with the varying biasing condition. Figure  10a ,b shows that the shunt #2 in cell C-5 was more severe than shunt #1 in cell C-2. In this way, the current dependent EL imaging provides more insight into the identification and classification of shunts in terms of its severity as compared to EL imaging at a single current level. At higher current condition, the localization of such strong shunts improves in EL images; however, this method limits its precise localization in a module.
Shunts not only influence the voltage, but also cause extra heating in the device due to current sinking from the surrounding region. For imaging the shunts by its heating effect, LIT technique has been utilized which helps in localizing the heat generated by shunts and improving the signal-tonoise ratio. DLIT image of TF-9 sample is given in Figure 10c , which shows four distinct high temperature spots with sharp contours. Strongest shunt (shunt #3) in the image appears near the left scribe line of cell C-9, which causes a significant drop in cell voltage that leads to reduction of thermal and EL signal in entire cell. The other two shunts (shunt #1 and shunt #2) were also located near the scribe lines, but they are less strong as compared to shunt#3. While comparing the EL and LIT images, it is observed that strong shunts have better localization in LIT image as compared to EL image. Furthermore, DLIT identified an additional bright spot (shunt #4) in the middle of cell C-5, which Figure 9 . EL images of TF-1 module at two different current levels: (a) J sc ; and (b) one-tenth J sc ; along with line scans of EL intensity across the cell width (c).
Shunts affect the local voltage in a cell, which has been investigated by EL imaging. Figure 10a displays the EL image of TF-9 sample consisting of nine cells, taken at J sc . It shows some local reduction in EL intensity in the upper and lower portions of C-2 and C-5 cells respectively, whereas there was significant reduction of EL intensity in the entire C-9 cell. The local quenching of EL signal in two cells indicated the existence of shunts in the module (shunt #1 in C-2 and shunt #2 in C-5). Shunt draws the current from its surrounding area that causes the reduction in the local voltage and corresponding EL intensity. The region around the shunts appeared dark in EL image with a halo-shaped area of decreasing EL intensity along x-direction, which is an effect of lateral flow of current along the width of module. It is difficult to find the exact location of a shunt from these images. In addition, there are a variety of defects and other multiple reasons that inhibit the EL signal, making it difficult to confirm any reduction in EL intensity as a shunt. This problem has been elucidated by performing EL measurement at low current density (one-tenth J sc ) [47] , whose image is given in Figure 10b . It shows a striking feature that the smeared region due to shunt gets extended over the entire cell. It is because at low current densities, the reduction in current through the shunts is much smaller as compared to the reduction in cell current; therefore shunt draws current from the larger surrounding region of cell, which reduces the potential and eventually the EL intensity of entire shunted cell reduces. The spread of reduction in EL intensity around a shunt depends on the shunt parameters, biasing conditions and positioning of a shunt in the cell. The severity of shunts can be estimated by the influencing area and reduced EL intensity with the varying biasing condition. Figure 10a ,b shows that the shunt #2 in cell C-5 was more severe than shunt #1 in cell C-2. In this way, the current dependent EL imaging provides more insight into the identification and classification of shunts in terms of its severity as compared to EL imaging at a single current level. At higher current condition, the localization of such strong shunts improves in EL images; however, this method limits its precise localization in a module.
Shunts not only influence the voltage, but also cause extra heating in the device due to current sinking from the surrounding region. For imaging the shunts by its heating effect, LIT technique has been utilized which helps in localizing the heat generated by shunts and improving the signal-to-noise ratio. DLIT image of TF-9 sample is given in Figure 10c , which shows four distinct high temperature spots with sharp contours. Strongest shunt (shunt #3) in the image appears near the left scribe line of cell C-9, which causes a significant drop in cell voltage that leads to reduction of thermal and EL signal in entire cell. The other two shunts (shunt #1 and shunt #2) were also located near the scribe lines, but they are less strong as compared to shunt#3. While comparing the EL and LIT images, it is observed that strong shunts have better localization in LIT image as compared to EL image. Furthermore, DLIT identified an additional bright spot (shunt #4) in the middle of cell C-5, which was not clearly visible in EL image, considered as a weak shunt. It shows that DLIT is more sensitive than EL for the detection of shunts in a module. It is evident from line scan of EL intensity across the module (shown in Figure 7c ) that strong shunts in the cells reduce the corresponding cell potential. The extent of brightness and area of shunts in DLIT image of module depends on the local shunt resistance and cell potential. As a consequence, the relative strength of shunts in module by DLIT is difficult to quantify without the knowledge of cell potential. Here, EL method can complement DLIT for the assessment of the relative severity of shunts by providing the additional information about the relative floating potential of individual cells from its peak EL intensity. The thermal images also revealed that most of the shunts are situated near the laser scribe lines, suggesting that these shunts might be caused by the improper laser patterning processes during the production. It is anticipated that the thermal impact due to an excessive laser dose from its pulse and scanner acceleration delay causes internal material modifications in a-Si absorber layer that resulted in the disruption of p-i-n junction, causing the formation of leakage current paths. While the shunts located away from scribe lines could be attributed due to the formation of pinholes or non-uniform deposition process, which rupture the junction and produce shunts. This information related to shunts helps the manufacturers in minimizing the shunts formation and preventing from the early degradation of modules, which would otherwise lead to significant performance loss. From I-V data (Table 1) , it is observed that this module (TF-9) has the lowest V oc per unit cell and comparatively lower FF and efficiency, which can be attributed to the presence of strong shunts in this module. All four localized shunts in TF-9 sample also appear in the V oc -ILIT image in Figure 10d , though the thermal signal is different from DLIT image due to localized photocurrent generation. Under open-circuit condition, there is no external current path, therefore generated current flows towards the shunt position, causing the extra heating at shunt location. V oc -ILIT method, which is non-contact in nature, shows good agreement with DLIT method for shunt investigation in the thin-film modules. However, the comparison of ILIT images acquired at open-circuit and short-circuit conditions allows the distinction between the local shunting and TCO lateral sheet resistance effects in PV modules. There is also a shunt in TF-3 module at cell C-1 ( Figure 6 ), which is clear from higher thermal signal in DLIT and lower luminescence signal in EL imaging. This defect was feebly visible in J sc -ILIT image compared to DLIT image because in J sc -ILIT, background heating due to uniform photo-generated current causes lower thermal contrast at shunt position, which makes the shunt effect more visible in DLIT.
The li-LBIC method has been exploited on this module to obtain the photocurrent response of strongly shunted cells. Figure 10e displays the li-LBIC image of the same module, where three cells (C-2, C-5 and C-9) of the module corresponding to the shunted cells produced very low signal in the entire cell. Strong shunt created a highly conductive path in the cell through which the photo-generated current sinks that caused low LBIC signal in entire shunt affected cells. This shows that LBIC method was unable to produce sufficient signal in these strong shunt affected cells. However, for weak shunt as seen in TF-3 sample, the present system could produce sufficient LBIC signal for detection of shunt position in the cell, as seen in Figure 6d . For detection of strong shunts, LBIC measurement at very high incident light flux could be useful. was not clearly visible in EL image, considered as a weak shunt. It shows that DLIT is more sensitive than EL for the detection of shunts in a module. It is evident from line scan of EL intensity across the module (shown in Figure 7c ) that strong shunts in the cells reduce the corresponding cell potential. The extent of brightness and area of shunts in DLIT image of module depends on the local shunt resistance and cell potential. As a consequence, the relative strength of shunts in module by DLIT is difficult to quantify without the knowledge of cell potential. Here, EL method can complement DLIT for the assessment of the relative severity of shunts by providing the additional information about the relative floating potential of individual cells from its peak EL intensity. The thermal images also revealed that most of the shunts are situated near the laser scribe lines, suggesting that these shunts might be caused by the improper laser patterning processes during the production. It is anticipated that the thermal impact due to an excessive laser dose from its pulse and scanner acceleration delay causes internal material modifications in a-Si absorber layer that resulted in the disruption of p-i-n junction, causing the formation of leakage current paths. While the shunts located away from scribe lines could be attributed due to the formation of pinholes or non-uniform deposition process, which rupture the junction and produce shunts. This information related to shunts helps the manufacturers in minimizing the shunts formation and preventing from the early degradation of modules, which would otherwise lead to significant performance loss. From I-V data (Table 1) , it is observed that this module (TF-9) has the lowest Voc per unit cell and comparatively lower FF and efficiency, which can be attributed to the presence of strong shunts in this module. All four localized shunts in TF-9 sample also appear in the Voc-ILIT image in Figure 10d , though the thermal signal is different from DLIT image due to localized photocurrent generation. Under open-circuit condition, there is no external current path, therefore generated current flows towards the shunt position, causing the extra heating at shunt location. Voc-ILIT method, which is non-contact in nature, shows good agreement with DLIT method for shunt investigation in the thin-film modules. However, the comparison of ILIT images acquired at open-circuit and short-circuit conditions allows the distinction between the local shunting and TCO lateral sheet resistance effects in PV modules. There is also a shunt in TF-3 module at cell C-1 ( Figure 6 ), which is clear from higher thermal signal in DLIT and lower luminescence signal in EL imaging. This defect was feebly visible in Jsc-ILIT image compared to DLIT image because in Jsc-ILIT, background heating due to uniform photo-generated current causes lower thermal contrast at shunt position, which makes the shunt effect more visible in DLIT.
The li-LBIC method has been exploited on this module to obtain the photocurrent response of strongly shunted cells. Figure 10e displays the li-LBIC image of the same module, where three cells (C-2, C-5 and C-9) of the module corresponding to the shunted cells produced very low signal in the entire cell. Strong shunt created a highly conductive path in the cell through which the photogenerated current sinks that caused low LBIC signal in entire shunt affected cells. This shows that LBIC method was unable to produce sufficient signal in these strong shunt affected cells. However, for weak shunt as seen in TF-3 sample, the present system could produce sufficient LBIC signal for detection of shunt position in the cell, as seen in Figure 6d . For detection of strong shunts, LBIC measurement at very high incident light flux could be useful. From the comparison of results obtained with different characterization methods, it is inferred that EL, LIT and li-LBIC techniques can identify the shunted cells in a module. Results show that LIT technique allows best detection of all types of shunts, while EL provides insight into the severity of strong shunts due to the relative change in cell potential. LIT also provides valuable information about the possible root causes of shunt formation that will be useful in taking the appropriate corrective measures at each processing step to avoid severe degradation and performance loss of PV modules. Being a non-contact method, Voc-ILIT can be deployed for the inline detection of shunts in solar modules before making contacts. Further, LIT measurements can be performed in an open environment since the results are not significantly affected by the stray lights due to inbuilt lock-in feature. However, it has certain drawbacks, such as it needs an expensive IR camera and takes longer integration time. In comparison, the low cost EL method can be used for the identification and estimation of severity of shunts, but it requires a measurement at low current bias condition for confirmation of shunts. Low current EL measurement also requires longer integration time. Besides that it requires a dark environment for the measurement.
Scratches Imaging
Scratches are the surface defects that affect the module performance, which has been investigated by LIT, EL and LBIC imaging techniques. Figure 11a presents the EL image of TF-4 sample at Jsc, which shows some microscopic defects as dark spots (or cross-hair line structures) of different sizes, where the biggest spot was observed near the right scribe line of cell C-2. Lack of carrier concentration at defect regions reduces the EL intensity. The scratches show similar influence on the carrier density as of shunts. However, it is difficult to distinguish these defects from the shunts and other artifacts, which also reduce EL intensity. From the comparison of results obtained with different characterization methods, it is inferred that EL, LIT and li-LBIC techniques can identify the shunted cells in a module. Results show that LIT technique allows best detection of all types of shunts, while EL provides insight into the severity of strong shunts due to the relative change in cell potential. LIT also provides valuable information about the possible root causes of shunt formation that will be useful in taking the appropriate corrective measures at each processing step to avoid severe degradation and performance loss of PV modules. Being a non-contact method, V oc -ILIT can be deployed for the inline detection of shunts in solar modules before making contacts. Further, LIT measurements can be performed in an open environment since the results are not significantly affected by the stray lights due to inbuilt lock-in feature. However, it has certain drawbacks, such as it needs an expensive IR camera and takes longer integration time. In comparison, the low cost EL method can be used for the identification and estimation of severity of shunts, but it requires a measurement at low current bias condition for confirmation of shunts. Low current EL measurement also requires longer integration time. Besides that it requires a dark environment for the measurement.
Scratches are the surface defects that affect the module performance, which has been investigated by LIT, EL and LBIC imaging techniques. Figure 11a presents the EL image of TF-4 sample at J sc , which shows some microscopic defects as dark spots (or cross-hair line structures) of different sizes, where the biggest spot was observed near the right scribe line of cell C-2. Lack of carrier concentration at defect regions reduces the EL intensity. The scratches show similar influence on the carrier density as of shunts. However, it is difficult to distinguish these defects from the shunts and other artifacts, which also reduce EL intensity. In order to ascertain that these defects have shunting effect, LIT imaging has been performed. Figure 11b ,c presents the DLIT and Voc-ILIT images of TF-4 sample, respectively. The edges of these images did not appear very smooth due to the presence of an adhesive layer near the edges, which affect thermal signal. Both the images show higher thermal signal at defect locations as compared to the background, which confirms that these scratches are also forming shunts. However, in DLIT images, the thermal signal at these shunts was lower compared to TF-9 sample, which indicates that these scratch-induced shunts are weak in nature. The localization of these weak shunts was better in DLIT image as compared to Voc-ILIT image, because in the case of Voc-ILIT, the background heating due to uniform photo-generated current in the cell affects the visibility of weak shunts. The comparison of these images with EL image shows that localization of these scratches was better in EL image because these weak shunts are not significantly affecting the surrounding region voltage. However, in the case of LIT, there was some blurring around the shunt due to thermal diffusion of heat, which can be improved to some extent by increasing the lock-in frequency, but higher lock-in frequency leads to lower signal that makes it difficult to detect weak shunts.
In order to examine the photo-response behavior of these defects, li-LBIC measurement has been performed. Figure 11d presents li-LBIC image of the same sample, which shows all the localized defects due to scratches with reduced photocurrent. The reduction in photo-generated current is in agreement with LIT result, which indicates these are shunts that sink the current and reduce the LBIC signal. Here, shunts are visible in li-LBIC image because these are weak shunt compared to shunts in TF-9 sample, where li-LBIC signal could not able to locate shunt position. As an exception, the localized reduction of LBIC signal at the defect near the right scribe line of C-2 cell of TF-4 sample, did not indicate a shunting effect according to LIT results. These weak shunts caused each cell to exhibit different photocurrent response depending upon the affected area by the scratches, which would influence the overall performance of module. The biggest region affected by scratch was present in the first cell (C-1) that lowers the LBIC signal of entire cell as compared to other cells in the module. In other cells, the electrical damage caused by other scratches was lower in terms of In order to ascertain that these defects have shunting effect, LIT imaging has been performed. Figure 11b ,c presents the DLIT and V oc -ILIT images of TF-4 sample, respectively. The edges of these images did not appear very smooth due to the presence of an adhesive layer near the edges, which affect thermal signal. Both the images show higher thermal signal at defect locations as compared to the background, which confirms that these scratches are also forming shunts. However, in DLIT images, the thermal signal at these shunts was lower compared to TF-9 sample, which indicates that these scratch-induced shunts are weak in nature. The localization of these weak shunts was better in DLIT image as compared to V oc -ILIT image, because in the case of V oc -ILIT, the background heating due to uniform photo-generated current in the cell affects the visibility of weak shunts. The comparison of these images with EL image shows that localization of these scratches was better in EL image because these weak shunts are not significantly affecting the surrounding region voltage. However, in the case of LIT, there was some blurring around the shunt due to thermal diffusion of heat, which can be improved to some extent by increasing the lock-in frequency, but higher lock-in frequency leads to lower signal that makes it difficult to detect weak shunts.
In order to examine the photo-response behavior of these defects, li-LBIC measurement has been performed. Figure 11d presents li-LBIC image of the same sample, which shows all the localized defects due to scratches with reduced photocurrent. The reduction in photo-generated current is in agreement with LIT result, which indicates these are shunts that sink the current and reduce the LBIC signal. Here, shunts are visible in li-LBIC image because these are weak shunt compared to shunts in TF-9 sample, where li-LBIC signal could not able to locate shunt position. As an exception, the localized reduction of LBIC signal at the defect near the right scribe line of C-2 cell of TF-4 sample, did not indicate a shunting effect according to LIT results. These weak shunts caused each cell to exhibit different photocurrent response depending upon the affected area by the scratches, which would influence the overall performance of module. The biggest region affected by scratch was present in the first cell (C-1) that lowers the LBIC signal of entire cell as compared to other cells in the module. In other cells, the electrical damage caused by other scratches was lower in terms of photocurrent generation, which is evident by the color contrasts. Thus, li-LBIC method enables the assessment of photocurrent loss due to defects and evaluates the relative current generation performance of individual cells in a module, which is not coming from EL and LIT techniques. This module exhibited higher FF than TF-9 sample, indicating these defects lead to relatively lower shunting that do not considerably deteriorate the module performance.
As discussed earlier, defect at the right scribe line of C-2 cell was showing lower signal in DLIT image (Figure 11b ), which indicates that this defect is not a shunt, but could be high recombination active region as appearing from the low EL signal (Figure 11a ). However, this region is not distinguishable in V oc -ILIT image (Figure 11c ) because heat generated all across the cell overshadows this small defected region. The li-LBIC image (Figure 11d) , which is more sensitive to image photo-generation with good localization, is showing this region with reduced photocurrent ascertained that this region is of poor diode quality or high recombination active region having good shunt resistance. This type of defect is common in modules, which is difficult to understand by a single imaging technique. Hence, the cross-characterization also helped in identifying such defect with possible impact and origin.
The above characterization results show that LIT is useful in the identification of scratches that lead to shunts in the cells, while EL provides better localization of such weak shunts. On the other hand, li-LBIC method appears to be a reliable diagnostic tool for investigating the relative impact of such weak shunts on the photocurrent generation capability of each cell in a module.
The present study was performed on a-Si thin-film PV module technology; however, it can also be applied to other thin-film module technologies, since TCO is generally used as a front contact in thin film technologies and modules are fabricated in a similar manner via monolithic integration of individual cells. Further, the investigated resistive losses generally exist in other thin-film technology modules, which deteriorate the performance and reliability of PV modules.
Conclusions
In this paper, imaging of parasitic resistive effect due to TCO lateral resistance, shunts and scratches in thin film module has been investigated by a combination of current dependent EL, dark and illuminated LIT, and limited-LBIC techniques. Results obtained from individual techniques have been compared and analyzed with their relative advantages and limitations for a particular type of resistive loss channel based on its severity. EL, DLIT and J sc -ILIT techniques showed TCO lateral resistance effect in the module. EL and DLIT found to be more sensitive to TCO sheet resistance compared to J sc -ILIT near the higher potential edge of cell, while, in the case of wider cell, J sc -ILIT was more sensitive near lower potential edge. It indicates that for narrower cells, EL and DLIT lead to higher sensitivity across the entire cell width. EL method was advantageous compared to LIT for the quantitative analysis of sheet resistance, which has been calculated and used in relating cell width with module efficiency in a particular module by simulation based on distributed diode model. DLIT technique comes out to be better than EL and LBIC techniques for the detection of shunts of different severity; however, EL can complement DLIT for assessment of the relative severity of shunts by providing additional information about the relative floating potential of individual cells. LIT showed good localization of strong shunts in a module, while EL showed good localization for weak shunts which could arise from scratches. ILIT technique under short-circuit and open-circuit conditions enabled separating out the shunting and TCO sheet resistance effects. Where, li-LBIC method was not able to show the TCO lateral resistive effects and strong shunts in a module, however it was able to detect weak shunt with good localization and their impact on the photocurrent generation of individual cells. The combined information obtained from EL, DLIT and LBIC techniques have identified a localized region of high recombination in module, which was difficult to ascertain by a single technique. Results also show that cross-characterization by different imaging techniques helps in identification, classification, and quantification of different loss channels, as well as the appropriateness of each technique for investigating the particular loss or defect in PV modules. The present investigation can also be performed on other thin-film module technologies, since they also suffer from similar losses and defects.
